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Abstract

We give an elementary, character-by-character tutorial of encoding mathematical knowl-
edge in the OMDoc/MMT format targeted at mathematicians. We introduce the features of
OMDoc/MMT format along with the OMDoc/MMT tool ecosystem and best formalization
practice step by step while formalizing elementary arithmetics and algebra and apply them
to a foray into a formalization of the language of mathematics – aka. logic – to close the
formalization circle.
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1 Introduction

OMDoc/MMT (Meta-Meta Theories) is a foundation-independent representation format for math-
ematical knowledge that facilitates modular formalization and scalable knowledge processing.
[Koh14] gives an introduction targeted at mathematicians and [RK13] the theoretical background.
The OMDoc/MMT format is implemented in the MMT system (Meta-Meta-Tool; see [Rab13;
MMTb]), the MathHub portal [MH; Ian+14] serves as a venue for hosting, managing, and brows-
ing OMDoc/MMT formalizations, and an MMT-enabled instance of the jedit editor serves as an
Integrated development environment [Rab14; JE]. Since OMDoc/MMT avoids commuting to a
particular semantics, meta logic or concrete syntax, it can serve as a suitable representation lan-
guage for (semi-)formal knowledge from a variety of sources, such as theorem prover libraries,
databases or computer algebra systems.

In this tutorial we will give an elementary, character-by-character tutorial of encoding mathe-
matical knowledge in the OMDoc/MMT format targeted at mathematicians.1 We will use a for-
malziation of elementary arithmetics and algebra (see Figure 1) as the example. We will assume
basic familiarity with number systems and the algebraic hierarchy as well as the mathematical
practices of proving theorems and organizing knowledge so that concepts are introduced in as gen-
eral a setting as possible. We will not assume any knowledge in the OMDoc/MMT ecosystem or
in logic. Instead we will introduce the concepts “just-in-time” as we progress with the example –
see “background boxes” below. For a full account we refer the readers to the literature referenced
above.

The tutorial is structured as follows: We present the example and give a short overview cover
the mathematics and concept of modularity in Section 2. Section 3 goes over the formalization
of elementary algebra and arithmetics step by step and introduces the respective OMDoc/MMT
language as they are needed in the example. In Section 4, we explore advanced methods for
sharing components of formalizations parametrically. In Section 5 we investigate how the methods
of knowledge representation and processing developed in the previous sections can be applied to
the languages used for talking about mathematical objects themselves. Section 6 concludes the
tutorial. Finally, appendix A explains the installation of the MMT system and setting up a Math
Archive on MathHub.

Acknowledgements The content of this tutorial was first developed as the introduction to the
course “Logik-Basierte Wissensrepräsentation für Mathematisch/Technisches Wissen” (“Knowledge-
based Representation of Mathematical/Technical Knowledge” KRMT) in summer 2017 at FAU
Erlangen-Nürnberg; the current formulation owes much to the questions asked by the students of
this course.

2 Modular Arithmetics and Algebra

The number systems N, Z, Q, R, and C and their respective arithmetics are at the basis of
concrete mathematics. Elementary algebra is the abstract theory that studies the properties of
number systems and arithmetics. Figure 1 shows the schematics of a modular development of the
material following the “little theories paradigm” [FGT92], which uses theory graphs to structure
(mathematical) knowledge.

In a nutshell, theories are named collections of symbols and statements (axioms, definitions,
and theorems) of their properties. In Figure 1, these are depicted as boxes with rounded corners.
The language of a theory consists of all expressions that can be formed with these symbols by
function application and binding (using bound variables). Crucially, the statements of a theory
are given as expressions in its language.

The edges in a theory graph are meaning-preserving mappings between theories called theory
morphisms. In a nutshell, theory morphisms are functions that map expressions from the source
theory into expressions of the target theory in a way that the axioms of the source theory are

1Other tutorials that are targeted to other audiences can be found at [LDT; ADT].
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mapped to theorems (statements entailed by the axioms) in the target theory. OMDoc/MMT
theory graphs know multiple kinds of theory morphisms, ranging from inclusions that just
“copy” the symbols and statements from the source theory into the target, structures , which
are named inclusions that allow an assignment mapping source symbols to target expressions,
and views between pre-existing theories. While inclusions and structures “create” their
target theories by the “copying semantics” and are therefore theory morphisms by construction,
views carry proof obligations to establish meaning preservation. Correspondingly the theory
graph given by inclusions and structures must be acyclic – they are definitional, but views can
introduce cycles.

So let us now come to the concrete theory graph in Figure 1: On the left hand side, it has (the
beginnings of) a development of arithmetics of N (and parts of Z) on the right hand side we have
the abstract theories of elementary algebra from magmas up to rings. Of course this is only part
of a full development of mathematical knowledge, but it shows all the features we want to cover
in this tutorial. In the next section we will explain the particulars along with the OMDoc/MMT
language features

Magma
G, ◦:G→ G→ G

Abelian

c:`x◦y=y◦x

SemiGrp

assoc:`(x◦y)◦z=x◦(y◦z)

Monoid
e:G
neutl:`x◦e=x
neutr:`e◦x=x

Group
i: =λx.ιy.x◦y=e
inv:`∀x:G.∃1y:G.x◦y=e

NonGrpMon

ni:`∃x:G.∀y:G.x◦y 6=e

AbelGroup

Ring
dom:`Gm/◦=G a/◦
distl:`xm/◦ (y a/◦ z)=(xm/◦ y) a/◦ (xm/◦ z)
distr:`(y a/◦ z) m/◦ x=(ym/◦ x) a/◦ (zm/◦ x)

NatNums
N, N+, 0:N, s:N→ N+

P3,. . . ,P5

NatPlus
+:N→ N→ N
base:n+0=n,
step:n+s(m)=s(n+m)

NatPlusTimes
·:N→ N→ N
base:n·0=0,
stepn·s(m)=n·m+n

IntArith
Z, −:Z→ Z
dom:`Z=p/N∪n/N+

dneg:`−−z=z

ϕ =

 G 7→ N
◦ 7→ ·
e 7→ 1



ψ =

 G 7→ N
◦ 7→ +
e 7→ 0


ψ′ =

{
i 7→ −
g 7→ f

}
ϑ =

{
m 7→ e
a 7→ c

}

p n

e:ϕ

f:ψ

d:ψ′

g

c:ϕ

ng

a

m

i:ϑ

s:{x◦y 7→y◦x}

Figure 1: A Theory Graph of Elementary Algebra and Arithmetics

3 Formalizing elementary Arithmetics and Algebra Step by
Step

In this section, we assume that the reader has installed the MMT system according to Appendix A.
We will go through a concrete OMDoc/MMT source file as it appears in the jedit IDE. In our
example we use the file Numbers.mmt in the math archive Tutorials/Mathematicians.
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In MMT, knowledge is organized in math archives, which have a particular folder structure.
An MMT archive always has at the very least a folder META-INF containing a file MANI-
FEST.MF, which tells MMT e.g. the name of the archive and which other archives it depends
on. Documents written in MMT’s surface syntax (i.e. .mmt-files) are stored in a subfolder
named source in the archive folder. MMT can convert these to the OMDoc format, which
serves as MMT’s abstract internal syntax. When building an archive, MMT will generate
three additional directories in the archive folder: content, narration and relational, which store
the actual formal content from the .mmt-files, how and where it is arranged in the source
documents (“narration”) as well as information about which content elements relate to which
other elements and how (“relational”).

For this tutorial, we will need the archives MMT/urtheories (which should be downloaded au-
tomatically by MMT during installation), MMT/LFX, Tutorials/Mathematicians and MitM/-
Foundation, all of which can be found on MathHub [MH] and can be downloaded directly from
within MMT with the commands lmh install Tutorials/Mathematicians and lmh install MitM/Foundation
(which will also install all of its dependencies).

You can create a new archive via the shell command lmh init <archive name>.

3.1 Setting up the Infrastructure

The first concept to understand is that we will be using the MMT surface syntax for the
OMDoc/MMT format, which can directly be read by the MMT system. While there are others
(Plugins exist to import knowledge from e.g. Twelf, Mizar, HOLLight and sTeX), this one is
particularly suited for formal content.

Figure 2 shows the contents of the file Numbers.mmt in the source-folder of the archive. The first
line contains a namespace declaration. It starts with the MMT keyword namespace (highlighted
in jedit) and is terminated with the module separator at the end of the line.

There are three levels of syntax in OMDoc/MMT: the module, statement, and object
levels and therefore three delimiters in the MMT surface syntax, which are encoded by the
Unicode characters U+2758, U+2759 and U+275A in the source filea. jedit displays these as
blue, green, and red boxes, respectively. Generally, any MMT syntax is terminated with the
delimiter appropriate to its level.

aThese characters were chosen to avoid conflicts with other language; OMDoc/MMT positions itself as an
integration framework and therefore the MMT syntax wants to avoid syntax conflicts

The namespace declaration is a module-level declaration – in fact any MMT file is a sequence
of module-level declarations syntactically – and therefore is delimited accordingly. It sets the
namespace – much in the sense of a Java package – for the file: all theories, statements, and objects
introduced in this MMT file will be available under this namespace in MathHub. A namespace is
usually a URI [DS05].

In line 3 we see an import directive, which introduces the namespace abbreviation mitm
for the namespace http://mathhub.info/MitM/Foundation, purely for convenience. Again, this
module-level directive is terminated by the module delimiter.

The final directive on line 4 is a module-level comment.

The MMT syntax knows two kinds of comments: source comments and content com-
ments. The former are at the source level only – they are discarded by the MMT parser –
and the later are OMDoc/MMT comment objects – that are part of the formalized content.
Source comments are initiated by // and content comments by /T. Both kinds exist at all
three levels, and they are terminated by the corresponding delimiter.

4
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Figure 2: Setting up an MMT File

Correspondingly the content comment on line 4 is initiated with the MMT keyword /T and
advises about the way the jedit IDE allows to enter module separators: via the character sequence
jGS .

jedit (with the MMT plugin installed) allows to enter general Unicode characters by character
sequences followed by a blank. These are usually the TEX/LATEX command sequences just
with a j instead of a backslash. The MMT delimiters can also be entered via the three buttons
(O, D and M) at the top of the editor window.

3.2 A first Theory: Natural Numbers

The next step is to set up the first theory: the theory NatNums on the lower left hand corner of
Figure 1. The theory is initiated by the keyword theory in line 8 of Figure 3 and terminated by
the module delimiter in line 39.

In OMDoc/MMT, theories have meta-theories that provide the language to talk about the
the objects in the domain of the theory and make up statements.

In our example, the meta-theory of NatNums is the theory Logic from the MitM Ontology
available in MathHub under the namespace http://mathhub.info/MitM/Foundation, so we can
just specify it using the namespace abbreviation mitm:.

In OMDoc/MMT, we can refer to any object via a MMT URI, which consists of three parts:
a namespace g (a IRI in the sense of [DS05]), a module name t, and (optionally) a local
name n. The MMT URI then has the form g?t?n. MMT URIs with just one ? refer to
module-level entities, i.e. theories and theory morphisms.

As the namespace declaration mitm: stands for a namespace URI as of the import directive in
line 3 of Figure 2, mitm:?Logic refers to a theory MMT has already loaded at this point. The rest
of the MMT code – i.e. the part after the = until line 38 – is a sequence of declarations, i.e.
statement-level directives.

The first one is a statement-level comment initiated by /T which previews the content of
the next declaration, which introduces the type of natural numbers – we use it to formalize
the set of natural numbers. We follow the axiomatic formalization of natural numbers via the
Peano axioms rather than the set-theoretic one which constructs N by setting 0 := ∅, 1 := {∅},
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Figure 3: An OMDoc/MMT theory of Natural Numbers in MMT Surface Syntax

2 := {0, 1} = {∅, {∅}}, and so on, since the latter has unintended side effects like 1 ⊆ 2. The price
for this is that we need a stronger meta-theory: at least second-order logic, but we have hidden
this cost in the meta-theory mitm:?Logic.

3.3 A First Constant Declaration

OMDoc/MMT statements are quadruples n : τ = δ#ν consisting of
1. a (local) name n of the object,
2. (optionally) a type τ (an OMDoc/MMT object),
3. (optionally) a definiens δ (an OMDoc/MMT object), and
4. (optionally) a notation definition ν.

If given, the type classifies the declared object into a class of objects described by τ (the type
system is part of the meta-theory). A definiens makes the statement into a definition (or a
theorem as we will see later). Finally, a notation definition allows the MMT presenter and
parser to use shorthands for the local names –which can therefore be long and descriptive
befitting their role as system identifiers.

The declaration in line 11 of Figure 3 declares a constant NaturalNumbers of type type (the
“type of all types” supplied by the meta-theory2) and equips it with the notation N. Note the use
of the object separator between the type and the notation parts.

At this time jedit calls MMT to typecheck the new declaration. In our example this succeeds
– see Section 3.8 on how to deal with errors. Consequently, MMT adds it to its internal state.
Consequently the constant NaturalNumbers will be known to the MMT system and we can write
N for it – we have also extended the MMT parser and presenter.

2Actually the meta-meta-theory as we will see later
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To verify this we can start the MMT web server, either locally or – as our example is already
on MathHub– using the MathHub web browser; see Figure 4.

3.4 The MMT Web Browser

MMT has a built-in web browser that presents the internal state of the MMT process and lets
the user interact with the loaded OMDoc/MMT content via (some of) the MMT functionality.

You can start a new server with the shell command server on <port> in the MMT console
(and access it in a browser under http://localhost:<port>).

The MathHub system exposes its MMT web server at https://mmt.mathhub.info. The
content can be accessed either by giving the namespace URI as a query parameter to the web
server or by clicking through the math archive pane.

At the left of Figure 4. we see the list of archives (and archive groups) currently publicly
available on MathHub (and therefore loaded into the MathHub MMT process). We have opened
the Tutorials/Mathematicians archive and found the formalization as Numbers.omdoc there.

The extension .omdoc comes from the fact that the file Numbers.mmt is transformed into the
OMDoc format [Koh06] the MMT and MathHub systems use internally.

With the namespace declaration in Line 1 of Numbers.mmt (see Figure 2) we can access the file
in the MMT web browser using the URL https://mmt.mathhub.info/?http://mathhub.info/

Tutorials/Mathematicians?NatNums. Alternatively, we can build the archive locally using the
command build Tutorials/Mathematicians mmt−omdoc, start a new MMT web server and access the
file by using the URL http://localhost:<port>?http://mathhub.info/Tutorials/Mathematicians?NatNums

Figure 4: Natural Numbers in the MMT Web Server

In the content pane on the right, we see the contents of the NatNums theory so far: The
dark gray box shows the theory name, and the line below it the content comment3 from lines 7/8

3We chose to use a content comment in the formalization exactly to see it here; a source comment would have
been simply ignored already during parsing.
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in Figure 3, and finally the constant declaration for the type of natural numbers. The dark blue
buttons on the right toggle the visibility oft the various components of the declaration.

3.5 Symbol Declarations and Definitions

After we have convinced ourselves that all went well with our first declaration, we can give two
more symbol declarations: for the number zero and the successor function.

The declaration for zero in line 16 is completely straightforward, but we note that we can
directly use the notation N for the type. This corresponds to the mathematical intuition that
“zero is a natural number” (aka. the first Peano axiom). The notation for zero is somewhat
non-standard (the capital letter O), since the keyword “0” (the number) is reserved by the MMT
parser.

The declaration for the successor function in line 20 is similarly straightforward, only that the
type is now a function type N → N, declaring the successor to be a function from N to N which
corresponds to the second Peano axiom. Here, the function type constructor −→ comes from the
meta theory again. This declaration allows us to understand more about notation definitions in
MMT:

Notation definitions in OMDoc/MMT are schematic expressions in one of the OMDoc/MMT
surface languages, e.g. Unicode for the MMT surface language, presentation MathML for
web presentation, or plain ASCII for transformations into programming languages. In the
simplest case this consists of a simple Unicode string. For notation definitions for functional
or binding symbols, we have arguments and precedences to take into account. In the MMT
syntax the former are simply numbers and we can add a symbol precedence after the prec
keyword; 0 is the neutral precedence.

In principle OMDoc/MMT allows parsing and presentation notations to differ, but in
our example this does not apply, so we will not go into this here.

For the successor function we have the notation S 1, which –together with the notation for
zero introduced in line 16 – allows to write the “successor of zero” (aka. “the number one”) as S
O; see the definition in line 26 of Figure 3.

At this point we can pause to introduce another feature of the jedit IDE:

3.6 The jedit Sidekick Pane

The sidekick pane is available in a separate tab on the left of the jedit window. It displays
a structural view of the OMDoc/MMT objects in the content pane; interaction in both panes
is cross-referenced: a double click in one pane navigates to the corresponding view in the other,
expanding the sidekick tree hierarchy if necessary1. Figure 5 shows the sidekick for the declarations EdN:1
discussed so far. We see the meta-theory as the “type” of the theory natnums and the “operator
tree” of the other components.

The structural view offered by the sidekick pane is useful for dealing with formalization errors
as well; see Section 3.8 below for details.

3.7 The Peano Axioms

The only thing that remains to do for the theory NatNums is to formalize the last three Peano
axioms – the first two are already implicit in the types of the declarations for zero and the successor
function.

The MMT syntax uses markdown-inspired sectioning directives to group content. We see a
level 1 section in line 29 of Figure 3.

1EdNote: MK: why does this not load and open external files into jedit from the sidekick? Not sure, I don’t know
how sidekick works exactly, but ctrl-clicking on the corresponding symbol in the editor window should do it.
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Figure 5: The jedit sidekick

The remaining Peano axioms can be written down in mathematical vernacular as:
P3 “zero is not a successor”
P4 “the successor function is injective”
P5 the induction axiom: “Any property P that holds on zero and is preserved by the successor

function hold on all natural numbers”.
These can be formalized in “informal logic” as

P3 ¬∃n ∈ N. s(n) = 0.
P4 ∀n,m ∈ N. s(n) = s(m)⇒ n = m.
P5 ∀P. P (0) ∧ (∀m ∈ N. P (m)⇒ P (s(m)))⇒ ∀n ∈ N. P (n).

The corresponding axiom statements are in lines 31, 34, and 37 in Figure 3.

OMDoc/MMT represents axioms as constant declarations using a special “it holds that”
operator ` provided by the meta-meta-theory. Formally, ` constructs the “type of all proofs
for A” given an expression A. If we declare a constant c of type ` A then this type is
non-empty – i.e. A holds, since there is a proof of A. This idea is called the Curry/Howard
Isomorphism [CHI] (also called the “propositions-as-types isomorphism”.); we will come back
to it later. For the moment it suffices to read ` as “it holds that”.

Given this encoding trick we can express the third Peano axiom as a constant P3 with type
` ¬∃n ∈ N. s(n) = 0. Indeed that is exactly what line 31 in Figure 3 does. We use the symbols ¬, ∃
and

.
= from the meta-theory and the square bracket syntax for bound variables from OMDoc/MMT

in the obvious way. The only difference to the informal logic version above is that we do not have
to give the type N of the bound variable n, as the MMT type reconstruction can figure it out by
itself.

The situation for P4 in line 34 is very similar, we only note that in OMDoc/MMT we cannot
aggregate quantifiers as in the “informal logic” (yet). We observe that the formalization in line 34
gets by without brackets, as the precedences of the meta-symbols were chosen suitably to achieve
this.

The induction axiom (P5) in line 37 is more complex, so that we need brackets; note that the
jedit IDE highlights them in different shades to show the corresponding ones. We also observe
that we have to quantify over the property P , which we type as a predicate (type N→ bool) – our
meta-theory Logic is a higher-order logic that allows this – but is otherwise just as expected.

3.8 Dealing with Errors: The jedit IDE

In the section above, we have only dealt with the “success story”, given by the formalization in
Figure 3. But this is unrealistic, we – especially as beginners – make many mistakes.
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The most important errors are:

• unbound token: ...: Some string in a term could not be interpreted – often due to a
typo or a mistake in notation use.

• check succeeded, but free variables remained: ...: This is just a warning, but most often
this is due to a typo. Free variables are allowed, but rarely used and discouraged.

• get error: backend: no backend available that is applicable to ...: This is usually either
due to a typo in a reference to a theory (i.e. check include statements and meta-theories).

If there are no typos, we are either missing an archive that our document depends on or
something is wrong with our backend configuration. In the former case, use lmh install
to get the archive needed, in the latter case check the custom folder that contains
archives-setting in jEdit→Plugin Option→MMT.

Some of the above errors are persistent in the error list even after re-parsing; in that case,
try pressing the Clear File-button at the top of the jEdit-window before re-parsing.

The remaining invalid units-errors are usually due to invalid (but syntactically well-
formed) terms. The best advice is to look through the (collapsable) proof tree in the error
viewer for a hint of what MMT tried to prove during type checking and which proof goal
failed.

3.9 The Arithmetics of Natural Numbers

The last section was essentially about dealing with basic theories – concretely the theory Nat-
Nums in the lower left of Figure 1. In this section, we will show how to extend this into the
column of theories on the left hand side of Figure 1.

The first step in this is to build theory NatPlus that adds addition to N. Just as above we
declare the meta-theory mitm:?Logic, but now we include the theory NatNums with an include
directive which references it simply as ?NatNums. This is a relative MMT URI which picks up the
namespace from the context of the current file.

This inclusion makes all declarations from theory NatNums available in the current theory and
and allows us to declare the addition function in line 39 of Figure 6. The only peculiarity here
is that we use currying for the type N → (N → N) of binary functions on natural numbers. By
convention, the function arrow −→ is right-associative and hence the brackets can be dropped.

Currying is a commonly used representational trick that allows us to get by with unary func-
tions, i.e. functions that take a single argument: we simply represent an n-ary function as a unary
function that returns a (n− 1)-ary function. In our example addition is a function that given a
natural number – say 1 – as an argument gives a unary function as a result – the successor function
(+1 = s). In this light N→ N→ N can be seen as a notational variant of N× N→ N.

In the notation of plus, we see the use of argument specifiers 1 and 2 to specify an infix notation
for the addition operator. We also give the notation an operator precedence, here 400. Later in
NatTimes we will give multiplication operator · precedence 500, so that we can elide brackets and
write 3·x+5 instead of (3·x)+5.

Note that if the type were (N −→ N) −→ N we would instead have an unary function from the
space of unary functions on the natural numbers to the natural numbers. Correspondingly,
argument specifier 1 would denote the functions domain (N −→ N). In general, whenever
parentheses are used to left-associate part of the type declaration, this part will constitute a
single argument.

The recursive axioms for + are given as the obvious (Peano) axioms P6 and P7 in lines 46 and
47.

We also see something new here: a theorem in line 51: the well-known associativity of plus.
As in the axioms above, we encode the statement of the theorem in terms of a type using the
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Figure 6: The Theory of Natural Number Addition

` type constructor. Only here, we use a definition instead of a declaration: to show that the
type ` ∀a, b, c : N. a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c is non-empty we exhibit an inhabitant: the proof of
associativity from material that is available at the time the Peano axioms P3 - P7 are present. As
we have not covered the logic level yet (we will in Section 5) we just cheat our way out of this one:
we use the sketch proof constructor provided by the meta-theory. sketch takes a string argument
(informal; a comment for humans) and returns a value having the correct type (i.e. representing a
proof) of whatever you like without the necessity of actually providing a ”real” proof. In particular
we ”sketch” the associativity of addition here. Note that in order to have strings (and sketch) at
our disposal, we had to include them in line 49 in the familiar way.

Theory NatPlusTimes extends NatPlus with a multiplication operator and is completely anal-
ogous, only that the recursive axioms and precedence for multiplication are different.

Finally, we define the integers by defining a new type Z and declare the “negative” operator
−, with −0 = 0 and − − n = n. The axiom Z = N ∪ −N+ is just an abbreviation for the axiom
∀z : Z. (∃n : N. z = n) ∨ (∃n : N+. z = −n). We can define new functions s (successor in Z) and p
(predecessor on Z) by extending the ones on N via s(−n) = −p(n) and p(−n) = −s(n). Addition
and multiplication are defined by cases, and subtraction via addition and negativization.2 3 EdN:2

EdN:3We will now turn to the abstract side of Figure 1 and develop elementary algebra.

3.10 Elementary Algebra

We have seen the formalization of natural number arithmetics above, and in particular we have
seen the structure of N together with arithmetic operators + and *·, which share properties like
associativity.

In elementary algebra we study abstract versions of such structures, starting with theory
magma, which features just a domain and a binary operation, via semigroup, which adds associa-
tivity to monoid, which adds a unit e together with its axiom.

The next step in our formalization will be to tackle groups, which we could do – just as we did
for monoid – by declaring a new constant i : G→ G for the function that associates every element
x ∈ G with its inverse i(x). But for didactic reasons we use an implicit definition.

An implicit definition is a way of defining an object by describing it so accurately, that there
is only one object that meets this description. If we can prove unique existence from that
definition that object is well-defined and we can use it as the definiens in an implicit definition.

The most paradigmatic example of an implicit definition is probably the definition of the

2EdNote: do this and add a screenshot
3EdNote: MR: It turns out to be nontrivial due to problems with subtyping.
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Figure 7: Theories for Magmas to Monoids

exponential function as “that f , such that f ′ = f and f(0) = 1”, which is well-defined since
there is indeed only one such function.

There are many ways to use implicit definitions in formal languages, in the higher-order
logic tradition we are following in this tutorial, a description operator is commonly used. In
our case we use the description operator ι like a quantifier, and the definition above would
be stated as the formula ιf.f ′ = f ∧ f(0) = 1.

Figure 8: Theories for Abelian Groups

So let us see how this translates into actual MMT code: Figure 8 shows the formalization. In
line 52, we see the inverse axiom that distinguishes groups from monoids, and in line 54 the unique
existence theorem for inverses. We use the unique existence quantifier ∃! from the meta-theory

12



Meta.4 EdN:4
If we look carefully at the the implicit definition in line 58, we see the use of a “bare [x]”, which

we had used only for marking up bound variables in quantifiers before. Here we are seeing the use
of the function constructor λ for the first time.

In higher-order formalizations, functions are first-class citizens – we can write down functions
as expressions, pass functions as arguments, and receive functions as results. Most higher-
order logics that can do this are based on Alonzo Church’s λ-calculus [Chu40]. In such formal
systems, it is also possible to construct arbitrary functions from the atomic elements of the
language using the function constructor λ. Such a constructed function has the form λx : γ.B,
where B is an arbitrary expression (of type δ) of the language. This expression denotes a
function that takes an object (of type γ) as an argument and returns an object (of type δ) as
a result; this makes λx : γ.B an object of type γ → δ. What this function does is specified by
the axiom of β-reduction which states that the expression (λx : γ.B)a – the function λx : γ.B
applied to an argument a – reduces to an expression B′, which is B where all occurrences of
the bound variable x have been replaced with a.

For instance, given a multiplication operator · (e.g. from NatPlusTimes) we can write the
squaring function as the λ-expression λx : N.x ·x, and if we apply this function to the number
3 in (λx : N.x · x)3, we obtain the result 3 · 3 by β-reduction. This example also lets us
contrast higher-order formalizations to mathematical practice: The squaring function would
be expressed as sq(x) = x · x, which requires giving the function a name, here sq. While we
often want named functions (and indeed we can do this directly by using e.g. sq := λx : N.x·x
in λ-calculi), often we do not want to pollute the namespace by function names we only use
once or twice.

So let us get back to the definition in line 58: Here we define the inverse function ·−1, as the
function that, given an argument x, returns that y with x ◦ y = e, i.e. the inverse element x−1 of
x. In the λ calculus behind our meta-theory this can be written down succinctly and directly. Of
course, every time we want to actually apply the inverse function we need to convince ourselves
that the inverse uniquely exists, but with the theorem inverse thm the type checker can figure this
out by itself (the details of this will be discussed in Section 5).

After this excursion, we only need to define a theory of Abelian groups to complete the tower
on the right hand side of Figure 1. We could do this by just adding the commutativity axiom
∀x, y ∈ Gx ◦ y = y ◦ x to the theory group, but we observe that commutativity is completely
independent of inverses and units (even of associativity). Therefore we add commutativity on top
of magma and construct a theory CGroup by simply including both group and Abelian – no local
declarations.

Of course, a sustainable development of elementary algebra would have also done this ma-
noeuvre for semigroups and monoids as well, but we do not want to clutter up our development
here.

3.11 Views and Examples

We now come to one of the strongest modeling features of the OMDoc/MMT ecosystem: views.

The two kinds of arrows – inclusions and structures – we have seen above 5 always contributed
material to the target theory – the declared symbols and axioms – by their “copying seman-
tics”. In essence a theory is built up by its inclusions and structures together with the local
declarations. The essence of this construction is that these arrows are meaning-preserving:
all statements that are true in the source theory (trivially) remain true in the target theory.

In certain cases, we can add meaning-preserving mappings between existing theories to the
graph. We call these views and depict them by wavy arrows in our theory graph diagrams.

4EdNote: change the meta-theory discussion above. I am assuming this section needs to be adjusted to use Logic
as metatheory like in the example file ”Algebra.mmt”?
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Views come with an assignment ϕ that specifies a translation from the language of the source
theory to the target theory. To justify meaning preservation in a view v – i.e. that for all
axioms A of the source theory ϕ(A) is derivable in the target theory – we have to add a proof
of ϕ(A). We say that v has ϕ(A) as a proof obligation. Only if all proof obligations are
discharged, a mapping ϕ becomes a view (and is accepted by the MMT type checker and
added to the diagram).

eEdNote: We have so far not seen how structures work.

Figure 9: A View from Monoid to NatPlus

We will now formalize the view f : ψ
from Figure 1 in MMT. Figure 9 shows the
result. A view is a module-level directive
initiated by the view keyword and has the
source and target theories as a “type”. The
body of the view is the view mapping repre-
sented by declaration-level assignments:
equations, where the left-hand side is a
symbol of the source theory and the right
hand side is an expression of the target theory. The first three assignments are very straightfor-
ward: We assign the domain G, the operation ◦, and the unit e of the monoid to N, +, and 0
of theory NatPlus. The next two assignments use the “propositions-as-types” idea to discharge
proof the proof obligations of f. Recall that the axioms of monoid – associativity and unitality –
are represented as declared constants so we can assign to the expressions of the appropriate type:
` ψ(∀x, y, z.x ◦ (y ◦ z) = (x ◦ y) ◦ z) =` ψ(∀x, y, z.x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z) for associativity.
Fortunately, we have a constant of the right type lying around in the target theory: plus assoc,
which we can assign directly.

Similarly, for unitality, we need an expression of type ` ∀x. x+ 0 = 0 +x = x, which we almost
have in P6 which is only sufficient for a right unit. Fortunately, there is a simple proof for the left
unit property, which we cheat ourselves out of with the sketch operator. Note that while the first
four assignments only had symbols on the right hand side, we use a complex expression here.

Note that the composition of views with inclusions gives views as well. So establishing f : ψ
as a view will induce views from SemiGroup and Magma into NatPlus as well, and furthermore
views from all those and Monoid to NatPlusTimes. The MMT system is aware of all of these
and can use them in all computations.

Figure 10: A View from Monoid to itself

We will now look at the theory auto-
morphism s from Monoid to itself; Fig-
ure 10. Here assignments are somewhat pe-
culiar since source and target theory coin-
cide. The meat of the view is the assign-
ment of the opposite operation: the value
λa, b.b ◦ a is the function that, given argu-
ments a and b returns the result b ◦ a.

As we will see later, views transport proofs; this view comes handy, wherever we have arguments
“by symmetry”: the proof is just moving around the view once to get the proof for the symmetrical
situation.

Now we know how to deal with views all the other views in Figure 1 become relatively straight-
forward.6 So we will now have a look at the level of logics and proofs – so that we do not have to EdN:6
cheat there any more.

Note that views – and more generally any theory morphism paths formalize mathematical
examples:7 EdN:7

6EdNote: MK: maybe not, we have not seen assignments to structures; maybe extend the example. MR: this
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4 Rings, Structures and Sharing

After this excursion into views let us get back into formalizing new theories: concretely rings.
Traditionally, a ring consists of a set R together with two binary operations, often written as +
and ·, which enjoy associativity and have units (the one for + is written as 0, and the one for · as
1.). Additionally + has inverses (the inverse of x is written as −x), and is commutative. Rings
appear naturally as abstract versions of number fields like the integers or in the arithmetics of
polynomials.

Obviously we want to make use of what we already have in the formalization of rings. And
indeed, rings behave as commutative groups for + and as monoids for ·, which would suggest to
simply include both structures. But that would give us a single operation. Instead we use a new
feature of OMDoc/MMT: structures.

Structures in OMDoc/MMT are a kind of theory morphism that has the “copying semantics”
like the inclusion, but is named. A structure a makes any symbol s from the source theory
available in the target theory under the name a/s. A lot of the power of structures is derived
from the fact that they also support assignments, which allow to give definitions and new
notations for the copied symbols.

Figure 11: A Theory of Rings 8

We define the theory of rings via two structures; see Figure 11. The first one a introduces
the “additive structure” of a ring as a commutative group. In the domain, we give the notation
R for the symbol a/R, this is the domain of the ring. Similarly, we introduce the traditional
notations +, 0, and −. We introduce the “multiplicative structure” of the ring by a second
structure: m that includes theory Monoid. Here we start off with a “sharing declaration” using a
definition for the included constant m/Domain: We set it to be a/Domain, i.e. the two operations
share the domain R. Without this sharing declarations, a/Domain and b/Domain would have
been completely unrelated sets. With this, we only give the traditional notations · and 1 for the

paragraph should now go at the end of the next section.
7EdNote: MK@MK: cover examples in class and talk about counterexamples as well. Implement antonymy relation

in metadata. also cover i : θ, which has the same form.
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multiplicative operation and unit in a ring. The only thing that remains is to state distributivity,
which is straightforward. 9 EdN:9

5 Logic and Proof Theory

We will now switch gears and have a look at the meta theory level, which supplies some of
the symbols we need for talking about the domains. Consider for instance the unicity axiom
` ∀x : G.x ◦ e = e ◦ x = x we have used in the theory Monoid above. In this, only the symbols
e and ◦ are from the theory itself, the remaining ones: ∀, and = come from the meta theory. In
our case, we have used a typed higher-order logic for our meta-theory, which we will explore now.
[LDT] is a OMDoc/MMT tutorial that covers similar material as this section, we refer the reader
to that for additional reading.

In OMDoc/MMT meta-theories supply the language infrastructure for specifying the proper-
ties of the objects in domain theories. The meta-theories for purely mathematical domains
(like the ones we have covered in the last sections), are usually called “logics”: formal lan-
guages that allow to state universal/existential statements about mathematical objects. There
are many possible meta-theories for mathematics, and which one we should employ depends
mostly on the mathematical knowledge we want to formalize. Therefore OMDoc/MMT uses
the same theory graph machinery for the modular development of logics it provides for pri-
mary mathematical domains.

LF LF+X

FOL HOL

Monoid CGroup Ring

ZFC
f2h

add

mult

folsem

mod

Figure 12: A Meta Theory Graph

The main mechanism for this is the meta-theory
relation, depicted by dotted arrows in Figure 12. The
theories FOL and HOL formalize two logics: first-order
and higher-order logic, and the OMDoc/MMT format
allows links between them: inclusions, structures, and
views, OMDoc/MMT even allows links between theo-
ries that have different meta-theories – if a suitable
meta-link exists. Finally, the system naturally allows
meta-meta-theories – LF and LF+X in Figure 12. These
are meta-logical frameworks, i.e. expressive logics
that can be used to formalize logics (as theory graphs for mathematical domains). Further
meta-levels would be possible in OMDoc/MMT, we will stop at the second meta-level and
directly implement the urtheories in the MMT system.

We will start our development of a meta-theory graph with the simplest possible logic: propo-
sitional logic and extend it to a viable meta-logic for mathematics later.

The exposition of logic development in this section has been driven by didactic motivations,
not by modularity or reusability concerns. A modular development of a logic graph (the
LATIN logic atlas [Cod+11]) can be found at [LATIN].

5.1 Formalizing Propositional Logic in LF

As stated above, a logic is just a theory, whose meta-theory is a meta-logical framework so we
build one for propositional logic as well. We start off by defining the syntax of propositional logic
– see Figure 13.

The namespace prefix ur: is fixed by the MMT system, they can be found at [OMU]. In this
formalization, we use the LF meta-logical framework [HHP93], for the moment it is sufficient
to know that LF is dependently typed λ-calculus that supplies the meta-constants type (the

9EdNote: MK: Now we only need the integers, and we should probably say something about the view, since that
will allow us to show assignments to a and m (I think).
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Figure 13: A Theory for Propositional Logic

kind of all types), → (function type constructor), λ (function constructor), and a dependent
function type constructor Π, which we will introduce as we go along.

We start off our definition of the syntax of propositional logic in Figure 13 by defining a type
prop for the “propositions”, the formulae of propositional logic and populate it by declaring a min-
imal set of constructors: conjunction and, and negation not. To make the logic more convenient
to work with, we define disjunction or and implication implies as well using λ-encoded functions.
We see that the introduction of a type and constructors can play the same role as a more tradi-
tional definition of a formal language by a grammar, e.g. the following one traditionally used for
propositional logic.

F ::= X|>|⊥|F1 ∧ F2|¬F |F1 ∨ F2|F1 ⇒ F2

Note that for each of the clauses in the grammar we have a constant declaration in PropLogSyn-
tax, except for the variable clause X, variables are given by the OMDoc/MMT framework.

But a logic is more than just a formal language: it has a model theory – we will postpone that
to Section 5.4 – and a proof theory.

5.2 Propositional Natural Deduction

We will now turn to the calculus of natural deduction; this calculus was introduced by Gerhard
Gentzen as a way of “making sense” of mathematical proving practices [Gen34]. Figure 15 shows
a classic presentation of this.

The inference rules in Figure 15 should be read as “if we can show the formulae above the
horizontal line – the assumption –, we can show the formula below – the conclusion – as
well”.

For every propositional connective, we have two kinds of inference rules: elimination and
introduction rules: For instance, ∧El “eliminates ∧ from the assumption formulae”, while ∧I
“introduces a formula with ∧ in the conclusion”: if we can prove A and B independently, we
can prove A ∧B.

The first non-trivial rule is⇒I, it uses an instance of hypothetical reasoning. It states
“if we can derive B from the additional assumption A, then we can derive A⇒ B outright”.
We see this in mathematical arguments all the time: To prove the statement “If p is a prime
number greater 2, then it is odd.” we assume that “p > 2 is prime” and reason to show “p
is odd”, to conclude the argument with “If p > 2 is prime, then p is odd”. ⇒I licenses this
kind of argument. We have decorated the hypothesis [A] and the rule name in ⇒I with
an index 1 to indicate that the additional assumption A is discharged by ⇒I, i.e. it cannot
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be use anywhere in a proof outside the subproof [A] · · ·B.

[A ∧B]
∧Er

B

[A ∧B]
∧El

A
∧I

B ∧A
⇒I

A ∧B ⇒ B ∧A

Figure 14: A ND Proof

Similarly, ∨I licenses case distinctions in proofs; indeed
if we know thatA∨B holds and from additional hypotheses
[A] and [B] – the two cases analyzed – we can prove C,
then we can prove C outright. Finally, ¬I licenses proof by
contradiction: if we can refute the additional assumption
A by exhibiting a contradiction ⊥ (e.g. by introducing it
via ⊥I), then we can prove ¬A.

Crucially inference rules can be strung together into
full proofs, In Figure 14 we use the rules above to prove
commutativity of ∧.

A ∧B ∧El
A

A ∧B ∧Er
B

A B
∧I

A ∧B
A⇒ B A

⇒E
B

[A]1

...
B

⇒I1
A⇒ B

A ∨B
[A]1

...
C

[B]2

...
C
∨I12

C

A ∨Il
A ∨B

B ∨Ir
A ∨B

[A]1

...
⊥
¬I1

¬A
¬¬A

¬E
A

¬A A
⊥I

⊥
⊥
⊥E

A

Figure 15: A Traditional Exposition of Propositional Natural Deduction

Before we can go and formalize the natural deduction calculus, let us tie this in with the
discussion from Section 3.7. There we had introduced a type ` A, where A is a formula with the
idea that ` A is the “type of proofs” of A.

OMDoc/MMT employs the “judgements as types” paradigm, which encodes judgments such
as `C A – i.e. “A is provable in calculus C” – or A,B `C C – i.e. “C is C-derivable from
hypotheses A and B” as types, e.g. ` A or ` A→ ` B → ` C.

If we look at the natural deduction calculus, it is really about derivability judgments
Γ `ND A – e.g. A ∧B `ND B ∧A without making this explicit. If we do, we get rules like

Γ `ND A Γ `ND B
∧I

Γ ` A ∧B

Γ,[A] `ND B
⇒I

Γ `ND A ⇒ B

Γ `ND A ∨B Γ, [A] `ND C Γ, [B] `ND C
∨I

C

where Γ, [A] is just Γ∪{A} and ∅ `ND A is just `ND A. This new judgment-based notation
also makes the discharge process clear that was somewhat vague in the inference rules in
Figure 15: the set Γ of available hypotheses carried along in all the rules.

Armed with the jugements-as-types idea, we can now proceed to formalize propositional natural
deduction – see Figure 16. We extend theory PropLogSyntax to have access to the language of
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propositional logic, and declare the derivability judgement ded as a type constructor (in line 20 of
Figure 16). With this, we can now just interpret the ∧El rule as a constant of type ` A∧B →` A
that transforms proofs of the formula A ∧B into proofs of A.

Figure 16: Propositional Natural Deduction

This is a straightforward idea, but we still have a problem: in OMDoc/MMT, we insist that all
identifiers are declared before they are used, and A and B are not at this time. Here the dependent
function type constructor Π from LF comes to the rescue. In a nutshell, we Π-bind A and B and
make the type of ∧El a function that takes formulae A and B as arguments and gives us the type
` A ∧B →` A. This leads to the formalizations in lines 22 -24 in Figure 16 directly.

The dependent function type constructor Π in LF constructs “types that (may) depend on
objects”. Mathematically, this is useful, e.g. for the “type of n × m matrices”, which can
be used to make sure that matrix multiplication is only defined on matrices of suitable size.
In dependent-type systems like LF, we can encode the “type n ×m” matrices as the type
family of kind Πn : N.Πm : N.type, i.e. a type constructor that takes two numbers and
gives a type. So if we declare mat : Πn : N.Πm : N.type, then mat(2, 3) is a well-kinded
type in LF, and we can declare matrix multiplication as a constant × : Π k : N.Π l : N.Πm :
N.mat(k, l)→ mat(l,m)→ mat(k,m).

Note that Π constructs “(object) dependent types”, whose members are functions which
can be constructed with a λ. In the MMT surface syntax the Π binder is written with curly
braces; the types of the bound variables can usually be inferred by the system and can be
elided.

For the formalization of hypothetical reasoning in general and the ⇒I rule in particular, we
have to understand one more encoding trick: The derivation [A] `ND B acts like a function from
proofs of A to proofs of B by just plugging the two fragments together. We use exactly this idea
in line 26 of Figure 16 and formalize⇒I as a proof constructor of type (` A→` B)→` A⇒ `B
suitably Π-closed.

Note that technically ⇒I is a constructor that takes three arguments: two formulae A and B,
and then a proof-to-proof function. As the MMT system can usually infer Π-arguments, we do
not want to have to write them. Therefore we add a notation definition # impI 3, which allows to
elide the first two arguments.

The remaining inference rules from Figure 15 can be formalized with the same idea; Figure 16
shows some of them. Enough to represent the proof in Figure 14: Figure 17 shows the result. As
above, we declare a constant of type ` A∧B ⇒ B∧A (Π-closed) which would make commutativity
of ∧ an axiom. Instead, we want it to be a theorem and so we provide a definiens for conjComm:
a proof term of its type. This term schematic in the formulae A and B: it is constructed as
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a λ-function that takes two formulae (A and B) as input. The body is constructed as a λ-
term that uses the constants representing the inference rules of the natural deduction calculus as
proof constructors. Especially note that the inner λ-function beginning with [ab] accepts a single
argument ab of type ` A ∧B and needs to ”return” something of type ` B ∧A.

Figure 17: A formalized ND Proof

To be concrete, in line 37 in Figure 17 the inferred types of ab and [ab] andI (andEr ab) (andEl
ab) are A and B, respectively.

5.3 First-Order Logic

We will now extend the expressivity of propositional logic to first-order logic. The syntax of the
first-order language is usually given by the following grammar:

T ::= X|f(T1, . . . , Tn)

F ::= p(T1, . . . , Tn)|>|⊥|F1 ∧ F2|¬F |F1 ∨ F2|F1 ⇒ F2|∀x.F |∃x.F

The first clause describes terms, which represent individuals, i.e. objects that can appear as
arguments of predicates or relations. Relations and predicates are not first-class citizens in first-
order logic, they only appear applied to (the correct number n ≥ 0 of) arguments. On the other
hand they cannot themselves appear as arguments of predicates and relations. That is, only one
iteration of predicate application is allowed. Hence the name “First-Order” logic. We note that
the second clause is very similar to the one for propositional logic; only the first disjunct replaces
propositional variables with atomic formulae built up by applying a predicate to terms. So we can
make use of modularity and define a theory FOLSyntax as an extension of PropLogSyntax – see
Figure 18.

For terms we only have to declare a type ι of individuals, variables and functions come from the
typed setting. The same holds for atomic formulae, so we only have to take care of quantification.

Figure 18: The Syntax of First-Order Logic

Meta-logical frameworks are usually based on expressive λ-calculus and thus make use of
a representational trick called higher-order abstract syntax (HOAS). This combines
higher-order types with αβη-conversion: α-conversion is just the renaming of bound vari-
ables, β-conversion formalizes the evaluation of λ-constructed functions on arguments, and
η-conversion is a weak form of extensionality (functions are equal if they agree on all argu-
ments). Formally, we have

(λx.A)B =β [B/x]A λx.Ax =η A if x /∈ free(A)
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Here (and the following) we will use the notation [B/x] for the substitution operation that
replaces all occurrences of x with B in its argument. In our situation αβη conversion are
inherited from the LF meta-theory, so we can use them in our formalizations.

HOAS allows to formalize arbitrary binding constructions – e.g. quantifiers like ∀, ∃, ∃1,
etc. – as declared constants of the respective theory rather than as language primitives – as in
classical treatments of e.g. first-order logic. As a consequence we can implement substitution
– which is notoriously difficult to get right and efficient at the same time – in the meta-logic
– or the MMT system – once and for all and profit from this in all meta-theories.

We formalize universal quantification ∀x.A as a constant ∀∀ of type (ι → o) → o, i.e. as a
predicate on sets4 and write ∀∀(λx.A) – an expression in theory FOLSyntax – for ∀x.A – a formula
of first-order logic. We use ∀∀ here for purely didactic reasons – to distinguish the predicate on
sets from the first-order language feature. In MMT surface syntax we write ∀ [x] A, which hides
the HOAS encoding to the untrained eye.

We can do the same for the existential quantifier ∃ in first-order logic, where we declare a
constant ∃∃ (see line 46 of Figure 18) and encode ∃x.A as ∃∃(λxA).

Recall that universal and existential quantification in first-order logic are inter-definable: ∃x.A =
¬∀x.¬A and ∀x.A = ¬∃x.¬A. We use this to define the predicate ∃∃ from ∀∀ in line 47.

Here we can see easily see the intuitive meaning of the ∃∃ predicate should be: it is true, iff the
argument is non-empty. Similarly, the predicate ∀∀ is true, iff the argument is the full universe.
We will pursue this train of thought in Section 5.5. We will now give the new constants a proof-
theoretic meaning by formalizing the natural deduction inference rules for them – see Figure 19
for the classical formulation.

A
∀I∗

∀x.A
∀x.A

∀E
[B/x]A

[c/x]A
∃I

∃x.A

∃x.A
[[c/x]A]1

...
B

∃E∗
B

(*) x/c must not occur free in any local assumption above ∀I/∃E

Figure 19: A Traditional Exposition of Natural Deduction for Quantifiers

Figure 20 shows a formalization for these, we will go through them in detail, since we utilize
the full power of LF in the process. Let use look at the formalization of ∀E in line 63 first. The
assumption of ∀E is of the form ∀x.A, where A may contain the bound variable x. We make this
explicit by writing A as Px. Using β-conversion we can write [B/x]A as (λx.A)B which is really
(λx.Px)B here. Hence – using η-conversion – this is equivalent to PB.5 The formalization of ∃I
in line 66 of Figure 20 can be understood with the same intuitions.

Let us look at a concrete example to fortify our intuition: “every child loves its mother” which
can be written as ∀x. c(x)⇒ l(x,m(x)). But this is really ∀x. Px if we set P = λz.c(z)⇒ l(z,m(z))
modulo β-conversion. So given an object b, we can infer Pb = (λz.c(z)⇒ l(z,m(z))) b =β c(b)⇒
l(b,m(b)) – “if b is a child, then b loves its mother” by ∀E.

Now we come to the two rules that have the occurrence restriction (*). We start with ∀I.
Here we have a formula A that can contain a variable x, so we again write it as Px. In the
formalization in line 62 in Figure 20 the first argument of forallI we use the Π-type Πy : ι ` Py,
i.e. the dependent type constructor that constructs the type of all proofs of Py given an arbitrary
y. Note that the construction with a Π-bound variable y gives us condition (*) automatically as

4Recall that we identify sets, predicates, and functions of type α→ o in type theories.
5An alternative way (using η-conversion again) would be to write the body of ∀E as ∀∀P → PB; apparently

unicorns find this confusing.
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Figure 20: Formalizing First-Order Natural Deduction

bound variables can never escape their λ-term. The formalization of ∃E in line 67 uses the same
idea and combines it with the encoding of hypothetical proofs as functions.

5.4 Propositional Models

We now come to formalized model theory, which gives formal representations meaning by in-
terpreting them into known mathematical structures – this is usually called Tarsky semantics.
In OMDoc/MMT, we can do this inside the system by establishing views – which formalize the
interpretation mappings – from the theories for the logics to the theories that formalize the mathe-
matical structures they are to be interpreted into (usually some kind of set theoretical foundation).

Classically, a model for a logic consists of a universe U together with an interpretation function
[[·]] from the well-formed formulae of the logic to U . [[·]] is usually compositional i.e. a
homomorphism over the inductive structure of the language. Thus it suffices to specify a
suitable function on U for every constructor of the logical language.

Figure 21: A Theory of Truth Values

For propositional logic, we only need a theory of truth values; which is very easy to establish
using the methods from Section 2. Figure 21 shows a theory that supports a type boolean for
the set {T, F} and a minimal infrastructure of concrete Boolean functions. Note that we can
completely define them via their truth tables.

Figure 22: A Model for Propositional Logic – as a View

Figure 22 shows a formaliza-
tion of the interpretation mapping
for propositional logic as a view
from theory PropLogSyntax (see Fig-
ure 13) to the theory Booleans from
Figure 21. As [[·]] is a homo-
morphism, the language-to-universe
mapping is determined by language
constructors, i.e. the declared con-
stants in Figure 13.
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We first map of type prop of
propositions (i.e. well-formed formulae of propositional logic) to the type booleans of truth values,
which gives the domain and codomain of the interpretation function [[·]]. Next we map the for-
mula true to the Boolean constant btrue and correspondingly the connectives not and and to the
corresponding Boolean functions. Note that we do not have to give translations for the constants
or, implies, and false, since they are defined. Their values are obtained automatically in the view
by expanding the definition first and then translating the result.

In Figure 22 we see another syntax primitive of MMT, the backquote operator. This tells
the MMT parser to skip notation-based parsing and directly interpret the next token as a
OMDoc/MMT URI. In this case this helps us specify where the respective theories come from.

5.5 First-Order Models

The main characteristic of first-order logic is that it allows quantification over individuals. Cor-
respondingly first-order models have a universe of discourse that is a set. Therefore we will need
a theory of sets as a target for our interpretation view. In Figure 23 we show a simple theory
of typed sets. This is somewhat less general than the sets given by axiomatic set theories, since
sets have to be well-typed and therefore homogenous – all elements are of the same type, but is
sufficient for our purposes.

Figure 23: A Theory of Typed Sets

The only interesting aspect of theory TypedSets is the comprehension axiom that states that
any typed predicate can be turned into a set. We need this to define the image that returns the
image Im(f) of a function f , which in turn we will need for the interpretation view. As we are in
a typed setting – where the types prevent paradoxes – a general comprehension axiom is sound.

The interpretation view that gives the semantics of first-order logic is analogous to the one for
propositional logic in Figure 22: it is a view that interprets first-order formulae (theory FOLSyntax;
see Figure 18) into first-order models (FOLModels). Theory FOLModels (see Figure 24) combines
typed sets (for the universe of individuals) with truth values (theory Booleans; see Figure 21) and
introduces a type individuals as a base type (we need this to ground theory TypedSets, which does
not supply a base type of its own).

This is sufficient to give the semantics of first-order logic: We include the semantics of proposi-
tional logic (see below) and assign values to the two undefined local constants in theory FOLSyntax:
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Figure 24: First-Order Interpretation

for ind, we just use the type individuals, and for forall, we have to construct a predicate that re-
turns btrue exactly if its argument P is btrue on the whole universe – we encode this condition by
checking if Im(P ) contains bfalse.

S
α : type
a : α

S’
α′ : type
a′ : α′

T
b : α

T’
b′ : α′

ϕ : α7→α
′

a7→a′

ψ : i7→ϕ
b 7→b′

i

Figure 25: View Inclusion

We have only seen assignments of expressions to constants
in views so far, but OMDoc/MMT allows assignments of
morphisms to inclusions and structures. The application
of this is depicted on the right: we can build views in
stages: the view ψ from T to T ′ includes the view ϕ.
Alternatively we could have written ψ as α 7→ α′, a 7→
a′, b 7→ b′, but i 7→ ϕ, b 7→ b′ is more modular, which pays
off if we extend the cell in Figure 25 to a whole ladder of
views; a very common case in formalization practice.

Technically, a structure i from S into T is a declaration
s : S in T . This declaration inside T can be assigned in a view ψ : T → T ′ with any T ′-
expression, which is then of type ψ(S). Namely, one such possible assignment is – as featured
above – i 7→ ϕ. Details can be found in [RK13].

The case for inclusions (which applies in FOLSemantics) is similar: instead of a structure, we have
an inclusion, which can be thought of as a structure without an (explicitly given) name. But as
there can only be one inclusion of a given theory at a time, we can identify the inclusion by that.
So we should really read line 34 in Figure 24 as (include ?PropLogSyntax) = ?propsemantics, i.e.
as an assignment of the view propsemantics to the inclusion of ProLogSyntax into FOLSyntax.

6 Conclusion

In this tutorial we have introduced the OMDoc/MMT format, tool ecosystem, and formalization
practices based on elementary mathematical knowledge. In this process, we have seen almost all of
the key ingredients in action. The discussion of the OMDoc/MMT format itself has been relegated
to the “background boxes”. Readers who – after understanding the mathematical application –
want to understand the “mathematics of knowledge representation” should now read [RK13] and
the other literature referenced below and on the OMDoc/MMT developer portal [MMTa].
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A Installation of the MMT System and a Math Archive

Before we set up MMT, make sure you have Java 8, git (https://git-scm.com/) and jEdit
(http://www.jedit.org/) installed, and that the latter has been run at least once (so that
a settings folder has been set up. This happens automatically when jEdit is run for the first
time).

For more detailed instructions, visit https://uniformal.github.io/doc/setup/; here
we will assume we are installing MMT from an already compiled mmt.jar

Download the latest release of MMT from (https://uniformal.github.io/). Execute the
jar using the command

java −jar mmt.jar

This should start a prompt whether you want to run setup; type y to continue.
Next, MMT asks in which directory it should be installed. It will then create two subfolders:

systems and content. Only the MMT archives that are present in the content-folder (which should
contain the archives MMT/urtheories and MMT/examples after installation) are known to the MMT
system.

Afterwards, MMT asks whether to install additional jEdit-Plugins required for MMT, which
you should answer with y.

If MMT is already installed you can always get back to the setup by running MMT with the
additional parameter setup.

MMT will automatically install its own jEdit-mode, including settings for syntax-highlighting
that a user can customize for themself, therefore – in the presence of existing mode files in
the jEdit config folder – MMT will not reinstall these. To enforce their installation, you can
run mmt :jeditsetup customize.

You can install or uninstall the jEdit-Plugin (ignoring user-customizable options!) using
mmt :jeditsetup install and mmt :jeditsetup uninstall.

We can now test whether MMT was installed correctly by opening e.g. the file

MathHub/MMT/examples/source/logic/pl.mmt

in the content-folder. Clicking the parse-button in the Sidekick-window (which should be on the
left side of the jEdit) should yield the full syntax tree of the theories in the open file and no errors
should appear.

If instead you get ”No backend that is applicable to“ or similar errors, it is because MMT is
looking for archives in the wrong folder. In that case, check the ”custom folder that contains
archives“ -option in jEdit under Plugins → Plugin Options → MMT for whether it matches
the content-directory created during setup.

The jEdit window will also contain a Console-button at the bottom, where you can pick MMT in
the associated drop-down menu. Here you can execute arbitrary MMT-actions, e.g. you can start
a server using server on 8080 which you can then access on http://localhost:8080, or install
e.g. the archive associated with this tutorial (and all of its dependency archives automatically)
using lmh install Tutorials/Mathematicians.
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